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Thi r earch pr ~e t undertook to tud the relan n h1 tv een financial p rfi rman e 

and leverag f finn li ted c nnnu u I at the rurobr c untr ·. change fi r a rx ear 

p riod bet' een 2006 and _OJ I. 

Finan ial p rfonnance d ta wa obtamed from the Produ t and Market el prnent 

D partrnent at the . 'airobi ecuriti 

the library at the ational Bureau 

Exchange. 'ommaJ interest data wa obtained from 

f tatistic . The financial data fi r d1 twent five 

continuously listed compamcs was e tra ted and the rele ant parameters for the re earch 

model were computed. The e parameters were return n equit ROE), equity multiplier, 

total asset tumo er and logi tical total a sets. Multiple regre sian analysis was u ed to 

find out the relation hip between the independent ariabte· ROE and all the d pendent 

ariable and relation hip funct1ons were denved for each compan eparatel . 

The tud found out that financiaJ le erage repre ented by the equit multiplier affects 

ROE both positi ely and negatively with 60% of the companie tested exltibiting a 

positi e relation hip and 40% exhibiting a negati e relationship. II the other 

independent variable ; total a e tumo er, logi ucaJ total asset and nommal interest 

rate exhibited a direct relationship with ROE. It was al o e tabli hed that the relationsltip 

' 1th all the variables under review v as ignificant ince the recorded p values ( ig.) 

greater than 0.05 m each of the indi idual re pon e with tJ1e variable . The tudy as 

indtcated clearly illustrate that Debt can ha e both po iti e and negative effects on the 

alue of the firm so that the optimal Debt structure 1 detennined by balancing tl1e agency 

and other co t of debt as means of alleviating the underin estment and o erinve onent 

problems a gi indicated in the tud . 
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1.1 Background of the tud 

D bt i one of the tool u ed b many companie 1 leverag their capital in ord r to 

impro e financial perfonnance. However, the ability of debt to improve financial 

performance or increase profit varie bet\! een compani . The ability of the company' 

management to increase their profit by using debt indicates the quality of the 

management' corporate go emance. Good corporate go emance shO\ s the c m an 's 

perfonnance on their use of debt to increa e their profit (Maher and Andersson 1999). 

One method that can be used to measure the effectiveness of debt to maximize the profit 

i by using Du Pont cbart analysis. Du Pont chart anaJysis describe the relationship 

between profitability and the use of debt as reflected b rentm n equity ratio of a 

company. The proper u e of debt can rai e the return on equit ratio. It al o indicat the 

ability of company' s management to ma ·imize its operation on a ets in making profit 

(Brigham and Ehrhardt 2005). Hov ever, other intemaJ and e ternal factors affect the 

profitabilicy of a company. Internal fact rs include operating decisions and compantes' 

ize, while e temal factor include the type of indu try in which the company run its 

bu ines and the macro factors U1at mtght a direct effect on the company's 

perfonnance. 

l.l.l Financial Performance 

Financial perfonnance can be affected b operating deci ions when the as ets are u ed 

effectively to increase profit. Operating decisions indicate the efiectivenes of the 

company's management in maldng the profit from the asset u ed. Therefore operationaJ 

efficienc can be achie ed by dividing ale or revenue ith total assets (Sari 2007). 

Dt:bt is one type of leverage rhat a company mighr u e to increa e the asseLS tn order to 

generate more profits. Vihen debt i used ro expand the ompames b addmg more 

operationaJ assets, more cash flows are generated and the increase the alue of return on 
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equi ratio Brigham and Ehrhardt, 2 . Return n equit can al be u ful in 

comparing the profitabili betw n companie in th same indu try. Micha l Porter 

expl ins that industries p~ nts diffi rent patterns of profitability due to different for 

that the industrie are e posed to such as concentration entry barriers and growth 

panos et at 2004 ). 

Macro factors that affect the industry and company profrtabilit include intere t rate 

inflation Gross Domestic Product government policy p litical condition and natural 

envir nment condition. However, it might not be possible to take into account all of the 

macro factors in the analysis. The factors that can be valued in scale are interest rates, 

inflation rate and Gross Domestic Product. Interest rate, inflation rate and Gross 

Dome tic Product factors are related to each other. If the Gro Domestic Product 

increases then there is pos ibility that the inflation rate will also increase. If the inflation 

rate increases the government will try to suppress it by increasing the interest rates (Chen 

and Mahajan 2008). Therefore the appropriate factor to represent the external factor is 

the interest rate because it directly affects the profitability of the company by reducing 

the operating profit before taxes. 

Total assets turnover (T A TO) indicates the operational decision made by the 

management. It is measured by dividing sales by total as ets. Total assets indicate the 

management s perfonnance based on the amount of sales they can produce by inv ting a 

particular amount of assets. 

T A TO =Total ales f Total Asset 

TotaJ assets turnover (TA TO) ratio gives direct impact to ROE. This shows that 

operational decisions have direct impact on company s profitability. 
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Th logi tic total assets repre ent the size of the finn and they indicate the ability of a 

firm to generat profits or its basic earning power. ompanies use as ets to run their 

operation and in the proces make which gen rate profi after dedu ting the 

in curred co . In order to predict the relationship of total assets and the return on equity 

natural logarithm is used to convert the assets value in to an operational ratio referred to 

as logistic total assets (Maher and Andersson 1999 . 

ominal interest rate refers to the rate of interest obtained b adding inflation and risk 

premium to the real interest rate. When interest is compounded annually the nominal 

interest rate equals the effective interest rate (Brealey and Meyer 2000) 

ominal lntere Rate= Real Interest Rate + Inflation Premium +Risk Premium 

1.1.2 Return on Equity 

Return on Equity i a profitability measure used to measure the profit enjoyed by 

shareholders. It is useful in comparing profitability between companies and industries. 

ROE measures the rate of return on common stockholder s inve tment. 

ROE= et Income I Common Equity 

According to Brigham and Ehrhardt (2005) the value of ROE is affected positively by 

profit margin ratio total assets turnover and equjty multiplier or the o called asset to 

equity ratio. Equity multiplier ratio is one of the financial ratios that can describe the 

availability of debt in miling profit. Debt is usuaJly defined as a contractual obligation to 

make a fixed payment or to make series of payments. It is also defined as the liabilities 

mentioned in the balance sheet. 

1.1.3 Financial Leverage 

The financing decisions are one of the important roles played by a modem finance 

manager. Managers strive to maintain a capitaJ structure that minimizes financial and 

business risk of the finn while maximizing shareholders wealth. Debt is used in many 

companies to leverage fmancial performance by increasing the companies operations 
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and h nee increas net income and return on equi . Th quity hold r expects that by 

u in more debt return on equit " ill in rease (R E (Brigham and Houston 2007). 

D bt in thi study will refer to long term debt and will include debenture • bond and 

other securities which are repayable beyond one year. Prefi rred tock repre en a form 

of I erage and will thus be evaluated as debt. Leverage or gearing refers to the potential 

to use fixed financial costs sources of funds such as debt and preference share capital 

along with the owner s equity in the capital s1ructure. Determination of an optimal capital 

structure has been one of the most contentious topics in the finance literature. 

1.1.4 Equity Multiplier 

Th primary motive of using leverage is that rt magnifies the rate of return on equity 

under favourable conditions. Leverage has a multiplier effect which benefit only equity 

holders and not the debt holders who have a constant return. It magnifies return on equity 

because cost of debt is generally lower than the rate of return of a finn. The difference 

between rate earned on these funds and the cost of these funds is distributed to 

shareholders hence increasing return on equity. Equity multiplier describes the amount 

assets fmanced through debt compared to those financed by equity. The formula for 

equity multiplier is: 

Equity Multiplier= I + Total Debt/Total Equity 

The total debt includes all the current liabilitie and long term debt. Theoretically the 

increase in the value of debt ratio will also trigger the increase in ROE ratio (Brigham 

and Ehrhardt, 2005). 

1.2 tatement of the Problem 

There is no consensus on the nature of relationship between leverage and profitability 

both from the theoretical and diverse empirical researches. The asymmetrical information 

hypothesis of Myers and Majluf ( 1984) suggests a negative relationship since firms 

irrespective of their market power would depend on internally generated funds for 

expansion since external funds involve higher costs. The empirical study of Rajan and 

ZingaJes ( 1995) support this view. MM s interest I tax shield hypothesis predicts a 
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po itive relation hip since at higher le I of profitability finn have more profits to 

shield from taxes as well as being able to generat more output b employing as ets 

effectively thus employing more debt. Jen en and Meckling 1986 consider debt as a 

disciplining mechanism to ensure that managers pay out profits rather than building their 

empires. Firms with free cash flows or high profitability will have higher debt while 

tho with lower debt will employ more internal fund since external fund are expensive 

and non-debt tax shields e.g. depreciation may be more than enough to take advantage of 

tax benefits. The Pecking order and ignaling theories conflict with trade-off and agency 

theories on the relationship between leverage and profitability. 

A local empirical study by Odinga (2003) used data available at the Nairobi Stock 

exchange to identify variables that affect the capital structure decision. He concluded that 

profitability and non-tax shield are the most significant variables in detennining leverage. 

Abal (2003) did a study to investigate the detenninants of corporate debt maturity 

structure for companies quoted at airobi stock exchange and identified effective income 

tax rate as one of the detenninants. Musili (2005) did a study in which he set out to 

determine the factors that motivate management of industrial finns in choosing their 

capital structure. He concluded that industrial firms are more likely to follow a financing 

hierarchy than to maintain a target debt to equity ratio. Kilonzo (2003) surveyed the 

relationship between financial structure and performance of micro and small enterprises 

guni (2007) studied the relationship between gearing and profitability of firms listed at 

the SE but using net profit margin and debt equity ratio as the only variables, Mwangi 

(201 0) studied the relationship between capital structure and frnancial performance of 

firms listed at the NSE, Odhiambo (20 I I) studied the relationship between leverage and 

the sugar processing companies in western Kenya region, Ndauti (2010) studied the 

relationship between leverage and fmancial performance of firms listed at the NSE using 

net profit margin and debt equity ratio as the only variables but also included the quoted 

financial and investment companies in his analysis. 
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Th theorie as well as the numerou empirical studies that ha been carried out in the 

Kenyan conte t have all generated conflicting re ul . The local studie indicated abo e 

have focused on the total capital tructure other than the leverage portion. Others ha e 

focused on leverage of certain indu tries in isolation hence their conclusion rna not be 

extrapolated to the rest of the industries in the economy. The above studies hav also 

particularly analyzed the relationship between the capital and profitability but have been 

limited to two variables only; debt/equity ratio and net profit margin hence applying 

simple Linear regre sion in the analysis. They have also included the quoted financial and 

investment companies which may have distorted the results since their capital structure is 

regulated or the nature of their core business entails custody of customer deposits that are 

reflected as liabilities in their balance sheets. 

It is imperative therefore to conduct a comprehensive study that focuses on the financial 

leverage relationship with profitability while incorporating other factors that work in 

tandem with debt in generation of profits so as to bring out the real magnitude of the 

leverage effect on profitability. The use of Du Pont equation has particularly not been 

used in analyzing the multiplier effect of debt (leverage) on return on equity (profitability 

measure appropriate in the equation). This study incorporates the elements of the Du Pont 

equation as well as firm size and macro-economic factor (interest) in the analysis since 

they are important drivers of leverage. This way the nature and strength of the 

relationship between leverage and the profitability will be brought out. 

1.3 Objective oftbe Study 

The objective of this study will be to evaluate the relationship between leverage and 

financial performance of finns listed at the SE. 
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1.4 ignifi nee of tbe tudy 

Thi study ill be of value to the following:-

demic Researchers:- The study will make a igniticant contribution to the growing 

bod of research on effect of leverage on profitability. The finding may aJso be used as a 

source of reference for other researchers or a ba is of good background fi r further 

researches. 

The Financial ervic Sector:- The study will also make managerial contribution for 

players in the financial services sector by providing a basis to better understand the 

factors that would influence usage of debt and could use the information to identify the 

shortcomings of processes and improve on them. 

Tbe Regulatory Bodies and the Government:- The research findings shall also aid in 

the improvement of the aJready formulated policies and enforcement of the same in order 

to facilitate full implementation and be in conformity with the statutory requirements. 

Firms Listed at the Nairobi Securities Exchange:- The study will provide vital insight 

in to the usefulness of fmancial leverage to the non-financial firms listed at the SE 

especially those that have not explored this source of financing hence enhancing their 

financing decisions. 
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2.1 rotrodu tioo 

Thi chapter pre ents a revie of the hterature related to the purpo e of the study. The 

chapter 1 organized according to the specific objectives in order to ensure relevance to 

the re earch problem. The re iew bas been undertaken in order to eliminate duplication 

of ~ bat has been done and provide a clear under tanding of existing knowledge base in 

the problem area. The literature review is based on authoritative, recen and original 

sources ucb as journals, books, the and eli ertations. 

2.2 Theoretical Review 

2.2.1 Traditional Theory 

The traditional theory purports that debt bas an effect on the value of the firm. According 

to this approach the cost of capital declines and the value of the finn increases with 

leverage up to a prudent debt leveL After reaching the optimum poin~ the cost of capital 

increases and the value of the firm declines. It asserts that as long as the level of 

borrowing in a firm does not go beyond a certain level, the values of the finn will 

continue to grow with increased use of debt [l i based on the belief that the value of a 

firm can be maximized by a judicious mix of debt and equity. An optimal debt le el is 

achieved where marginal tax benefits equal marginal bankruptcy costs. 

Solomon (1963) supports the traditional theory by asserting that companies in various 

industry groups appear to use le erage as if there i orne optimal range appropriate to 

each group. While significant intercompany differences in debt ratios exist within each 

industry, the average u e of leverage by industrial group tend to follow consistent pattern 

over time. This implies that there must be orne ignificant relationship between debt and 

the aJue of the firm . Otherwise the selection of debt couJd be random. 
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ltman 1984 e idence uggest that total bankruptcy costs ar ufficiently large to give 

credibility to a theory of optimal capital structure based on the tradeoff bet een gain 

from I erage-induced tax and expected bankruptc co 

The value of the finn is independent of its capital structure. De Angelo and kinner 

(1996 introduced non debt tax shields uch as depreciation and inve tment t.ax credits. 

They suggested that the existence of these alternative tax shields may make the interest 

deduction redundant. They demonstrated that firms with huge non debt tax shields also 

shield their income. They concluded that there exist unique interior optimum capital 

structures whereby market prices capitalize personal and corporate taxes in a way to 

make bankruptcy costs significant. 

2.2.2 Modigliaoi- MiiJer View 

MM (1958) showed that fmancing decisions do not matter in perfect market. They 

disputed the traditional view that debt affects the alue of the firm. According to them 

ma.rket values of any firm is independent of its CSJYital structure and is determined by its 

real assets. They demonstrated that identical income streams could not sell at different 

prices under the assumption of perfect capital markets: the ability of individuals to 

borrow at the same rate as firms absence of transaction costs, existence of equivalent risk 

classes and the absence of taxes. Arbitrage they argued would ensure that market values 

of a levered finn and unlevered firm are the same thus making debt financing to be of no 

significance to the value of the firm. 

MM s irrelevant theorem was opposed by Durand (1959). In response, MM came up witb 

another article in 1963, which indicated that there were advantages of debt financing 

under corporate taxes. They showed that the value of firm would increase with debt due 

to the deductibility of interest charges for tax purposes. As a result the value of the 

le ered finn will be higher than that of unlevered finn. 

According to their study an optimum capital structure is reached when the firm employs 

IOOOA> debt. However jf the concept of using JOO% debt to maximize the value of tbe 
9 



finn were true all firm could have been financed wh lly b debt But t11is is not the 

case ilie impact of both corporate and personal taxes for borro ing may offset the 

dvantage of the int re t tax hield. Also borrowing may invol e extra costs of financiaJ 

distress which may offset ilie advantage of the interest tax shield. Thus the choice 

between debt and equity is of critical importance. 

2.2.3 Agency Cost Theory 

Thi was put forward by Jensen and Meckling (1986). They proposed that when a finn 

issues outside equity it creates agency costs of equity that reduce the value corporate 

assets. Jensen s free cash flow theory alleges that if management is not closely monitored 

they wi11 invest in capital projects and acquisitions that do not provide sufficient expected 

returns. 

Jensen and Meckling (1986) continue to argue that debt financing can help overcome the 

agency costs of external equity. The effect of employing external debt rather than equity 

financing is that it reduces the scope for managerial perquisite consumption, which can 

have an adverse effect on the value of the firm. With debt outstanding then most of 

excessive perks consumption will result in managers losing control of the company due 

to default and debt holders seizure of the company assets. 

Thus external debt serves as a bonding mechanism for managers to convey their good 

intentions to outside shareholders. Because taking on debt validates that managers are 

wiUing to risk losing control of the firm if they fail to perform effectively shareholders 

are willing to pay a higher price for the levered firms. The use of debt to control the 

age cy of e emal equity can be accomplished in two ways: Debt forces managers to be 

monitored by the public capital. If investor have negative view of managements 

competence, they will charge high interest rate on the money they lend to the finn or they 

will insist on restrictive bond covenants to constrain management s freedom or both. 
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Outstanding debt limits management s ability to reduce firm value through inc mpetence 

or perqui ite consumption (Jensen and Meckling 1986). 

The discipline that debt provides has been further explored by Jensen and Meckling 

( 1986). The argue that high leverage can provide benefits in the dynamic sense that 

companjes with high leverage ratios may respond more quickly to the development of 

adverse performance than companies with low debt to equity ratios. A choice of high 

leve rage during nonnaJ operations appear to induce a finn to respond operationally and 

financially to adversity after a hort period of poor performance helping to avoid lengthy 

periods of losses with no response. The existence of debt in capital structure may thus 

help to preserve the fmn s going concern value. The above however are still considered 

to be insufficient to outweigh the agency cost of debt. The cost entail writing detailed 

covenants into bond contracts which sharply constrain the ability of the borrowing fum s 

managers to engage in expropriate beha ior. The agency cost reduces the benefits of the 

debt interest tax shield. However an optimal debt to equity ratio is reached at the point 

where the agenc cost of debt equals agency cost of equity. 

2.2.4 Pec:ldog Order Theory 

lt was proposed by Myers and Majluf (1984). According to this theory, firms prefer 

internal financing to external financing of any sort, debt or equity. If a firm must obtain 

external financing, it wiiJ work down the pecking order of securities beginning with very 

safe debt, then progress through risky debt, convertible securities preferred stock and 

finally ordinary stock as a last resort. Myers and Majluf (1984) provide a viable 

theoretical justification for the pecking order theory based on asymmetric information. 

They asswned that managers of a finn know more about the company s current earnings 

and investment opportunities than do outside investors. econd they assumed that 

managers act in the best interest of the finn s existing shareholders. The asymmetric 

in formation assumes that managers who discover new positive investment opportunities 

11 



are unable to con ey that infonnation outside hareholders and thi re ult in inve tor 

placing low alu on the new issue. They also explain stock market reactions to le erage 

increasing and d reasing vents. in e finns ith aluable inv stment pportunities find 

a wa to finance their projects internally or use the least risky securities if they ha e to 

obtain financing externally, firms will is ue equity or undertake le erage decreasing 

activities if forced to do so by an earnings hortfall or managers ace voluntarily acting 

against the intere t of their existing shareholders in order to enrich themselves. This 

explains why leverage decreasing events are associated with stock price declines. 

Conversely the announcement of a leverage increasing event suggests that corporate 

managers are confident enough of the firm future earnings power that they can increase 

corporate debt levels without impairing the finn s ability to fund the investments 

internally. 

2.2.5 Signaling Theory 

This theory as forwarded by Ross and tephen (1977) is based on asymmetric 

information problems between well-informed managers and poorly informed outsiders. 

Corporate executives with favourable inside information about their firms have an 

incentive to convey this positive information to outside investors in order to cause an 

increase in the firm s stock price. Hence managers of high value firms signal information 

to investors by adopting some financial policy. Managers of high value firms will adopt a 

heavily levered capital structure for their companies. Less valuable companies are 

unwilling to assume so much debt because they are much more likely to fall into 

bankruptcy. Thus a separating equilibrium occurs where high value firms use a great deal 

of debt financing and less valuable companies rely more on equity financing. Investors 

are able to send the signaJ due to market imperfections which result in market prices not 

reflecting all information especiaiJy d1at which is not publicly available. As a result, 

increased leverage implies a higher probability of bankruptcy, and since management will 

be penalized contractually if bankruptcy occurred, investors conclude they are optimistic 

about the future prospects and this cause share prices to rise. Accordingly capital 
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tructure doe not cause hang in valuation rath r it i the signal con eyed by th 

changes that is significant. Therefore what is valued is the market perception of the 

vatu ofthe firm. 

2.2. Market Timing Theory 

Thi theory was put forward by Lucas and McDonald ( 1990) and it postulates that the 

capital structure is as a result of market timing of issue of debt or equity depending on 

mar et performance. One has to consider which source is cheaper from the market at any 

one time. The capital structure is as a result of various visits made to the market and the 

prevailing circumstances then. 

2.3 Factors That Influence Financial Leverage 

2.3.1 Finns ize 

Firm size indicates the value of assets that the company has. When a company has more 

assets than another related company it indicates not only it is bigger but also it has better 

production capacity. When a company has better production capacity than the other 

related company, then it has potential to generate more profit than the other related 

company. However at a certain amount of assets, the productivity might reach its 

maximum to meet the demand. 

2.3.2 Macro -Economic Factors 

To detennine the effect of debt on the company s profitability there should be external 

factors that need to be considered which affect the management decision on debt. Interest 

rate is one factor that can influence directly to the company s profitability. Interest rate 

can influence the bank interest rate and the lending deci i n. This factor wtll influence 

the value of net income in the company and the borrowing decision for their capital 

structure. The higher the intere t rate the more the company is avoiding borrowing more 
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loans. oreover. mterest rate mdicat the macroeconorruc c ndluons. Interest rat have 

tr po iuve correlation with inflation. 

2.3.3 Ri k 

The pro y for com pan n k i variabtlity of profit. Ri k i negati el related to le erage. 

Trade off theory unplies that the expected co t of financial distre s mcreases with risk 

wtule the chances tax lueld will be fully utilized decrease. Ri k magnifies the negati e 

effi ct of asymmetric information and tenders are more likely to protect themselves by 

tightening the condition in debt contracts hence increasing the co t of debt. Pecking 

order theory al o implie that risk and le erage are negatively correlated contrary to the 

agency and ignaling perspectives. 

2.3.4 Growth 

Trade off theory implies that fast growing companies borrow less because of the 

increased expected costs of bankruptcy. Pecking order implies that fast growing 

companie are likely to hold more debt as internal financing cannot fill the needs of the 

finn. Agency perspective implies that growth companies should have lower leverage as 

they bave constant large casb flow needs and are therefore hampered in their nonnal 

inve tment deci ions by pressure for additional cash outflows for debt servicing. 

2.4 Lev rage and Financial Performance 

Leverage (or gearing) is borrowing money to supplement existing funds for inve tment in 

such a way that the potential positive or negative outcome is magnified and/or enhanced. 

It generaJJy refers to using borrowed fund , or debt so a to attempt to increase the 

returns to equity. Deleveraging is the action of reducing borrowings. 

Financial leverage (FL) takes the form of a loan or other borrowings (debt), the proceeds 

of which are reinvested with the intent to earn a greater rate of return than the co t of 

interest If the finn's rate of return on assets (ROA) - also called return on investment 

(ROI) ·is higher than the rate of interest on the loan, then its return on equity (ROE) will 
14 



be higher than if it did not borrow . On the other hand, if the firm' RO is lower than the 

inter t rate. then 1ts ROE will be to er than if it did not b rrow. Leverage allow greater 

pot ntial rerum to the inve tor than otherwi e would have been available. The potential 

for los IS a1 o greater, because tf the in e nnent becomes worthle , the loan pnnc1paJ 

and all accrued interest on the loan still need to be repaid. Margin buying i a common 

wa of utilizmg the concept of leverage in investing. An unlevered firm can be een as an 

all-equity firm, whereas a le ered firm is made up of ownership equity and debt. A finn's 

debt to equity rano (measured at market value or book value. depending on the purpose 

of the analysis) i therefore an indication of its leverage. Thi debt to equity ratio's 

influence on the alue of a firm is described in the Modigliani-Miller theorem. A is true 

of operating leverage, the degree of financial leverage measures the effect of a change in 

on ariable on another variable. Degree of financial leverage (DFL) may be defined as 

the percentage change in earnings per share that occurs as a result of a percentage change 

in earnings before interest and taxes. 

Debt can have both positive and negative effects on the value of the firm so that Ule 

optimal debt structure is determined by balancing the agency and other costs of debt as 

means of alleviating the under- and overinvestment problems. pecificaUy, when firms 

have surplus cash flow, debt forces the managers to pay out funds that might otherwise 

have been invested in negative net present value projects. However, firms with 

outstanding debt may have incentives to reject projects that have positive net present 

value if the benefits from accepting the project accme to the bondholders without aJ o 

increasing shareholders wealth. rguments by Jensen ( 1986) Myers (1977) and Stulz 

(1990) tate that debt can have positive or negative effect on alue of the finn depending 

on the firm's future investment opportunitles 
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2.S mpiri I R iew 

Chen and ahajan (2008) investigated the effect of macr economic conditions on 

corporate liquidity in 45 countries from 1994 to 2005. The results how that 

macroeconomic ariables such as gross domestic product growth rate inflation short 

term interest rate and government deficit affect corporate cash holding . Company tends 

to hold more cash when the macro economy i developing and reduce the cash for 

investment when th macro economy is declining. Thi means that when the 

macroeconomic condition is declining, then the value of return on equity ratio will also 

decline because the cash is used for investment 

Harjanti and Tandelilin (2007) did a research on aJJ manufacturing companies listed in 

Jakarta tack Exchange from 2000 to 2004 indicated that profitability whose proxy was 

ROE, basic earning power (BEP) and gross profit ratio had negative significance to 

leverage. 

Listiadi (2007) did research on the use of Du Pont analysis to measure the profitability of 

a company has been used by many researchers. One of them is Listiadi who described 

that Du Pont analysis as a measure that is used to investigate the company s profitability 

by using return on equity to measure the return on stockholder s capital. 

Lawrence et al (2004) sought to find out whether firm s profit is affected by the change in 

productivity price and finn s size. Their research found that when the companies 

increase their size to increase their productivity, the shareholders will enjoy higher return 

even though the product price decreases. This means that when the companjes size 

increase the profit of the companies increases. 

Majumdar and Chhibber (1 999) tested the relationship between leverage and corpOrate 

perfonnance on a sample of Indian companies. They adopted an accounting measure of 

profitability, return on net worth to evaluate perfonnance and observed a significant 

negative link between leverage and corporate performance. 
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in man and ewman 199 ) u d ari us measures of performance on a sample of U 

finn , based on accounting or ownership information (finn alue, cash-flo\ , liquidity 

eamin in titutional ownership and managerial ownership). 

McGahan and Porter ( 1997) used 72,724 observations or an average of 5,196 business 

segments per year from 1981 to J 994 on their research. It was found that the resu Its of the 

research provide strong upport for the idea that industry membership has an important 

influence on profitability. Their research represents all economic sectors other than 

finance and indicates that manufacturing industry accounts for a smaJier profit variance 

than lodging/entertainment, service wholesale/retail trade and transportation indu try. 

Financial performance measures and its meaning vary by industry segments. Type of 

industry indicates risk, and tenacity to economic and political condition that affect the 

companies' profitability. Therefore different industry might present different rate of 

profitability. 

Rajan and zingales (1995) took asset structure, investment opportunities firm size and 

profitability as the determinants of capital structure. They found that leverage increases 

with a set structure and size but decreases with growth opportunities and profitability. 

Harris and Raviv (J 99 I) in their seminal article they pointed out that the consensus 

among financial practitioners is that leverage increases with fixed costs, non-debt tax 

shields investment opportunities and finn size but decreases with volatility advertising 

expenditure, the probability ofbank.ruptcy and uniqueness of the product. 

Oruko (20 11 did a study on the relationship between financial leverage and stock returns 

of companies listed at the SE. His results indicated that stock returns have no relation 

with financial le erage. 
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dluambo (-011) did a rudy on th relauonshJp between finn le erage and financtal 

perfonnance of ugar proce ing compames in "estern Kenya region. I le regre d 

d pendent ariable- financial performance as represented by five proXJes, return on a s ts 

(ROA ; return n equity (ROE); peration profit rnargm OPM); net profit margm( PM)· 

earnings per hare (EP ) agam t th independent ariable· capital structure represented 

b debt /eqwty ratio. He found that there i no relationship between the firm leverage and 

financial performance of ugar compani in the western Kenya region. 

dauti (2010 did a tudy on the relation hip between le erage and financial 

performance of companies quoted at the SE. He found out that companies at SE 20 

hare index use debt more than equity a a mean of financing. Profitabiljty was also 

found to be high with an average of 22% though some companies were noted to have 

e perienced negative returns during ome of the years under review. Finance and 

inve tment egment bad the greatest leverage while agriculture egment had the lowest 

hence market egment differences were proved to be statistically significant through 

correlation analy is. ROA was found to have a significant negative correlation with 

le erage while profitability bad negative non-significant relationsbjp with leverage. 

Mwangi (20 10) studied the relationship between capital tructure and financial 

performance of :firms Hsted at the SE. He concluded that there is a negative relation hip 

between leverage and return on equity return on in estment, liquidity and return on as et. 

Kinuthia (2009) researched on the effect of industry le erage on firm performance of 

finns listed at the SE. He concluded that indu try factor is a determinant factor of 

capital structure Firms adopting industry leverage norm record better performance than 

their counterparts. Firms therefore gravitate toward sucb capital structures a they are 

deemed optimal. 

Orua (2009) analyzed the relationship between capital structure and financial 

performance in microfinance institutions in Kenya and found out that the institutions that 
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are funded b_ external urce did not perfonn as well tho e funded intemaJI due to 

int est o t paid b the firm . 

guni (2007) inve ngated the relau nship between gearing and profitability of finns 

listed at the E. He ampled all finn con i tently li ted at the E between year 

2000-2006. He took profitability as the ratio of earning before intere t and ta.x (EBIT) to 

sal and geanng ratio as long-term liabihttes divided b capital employed (equity plus 

long-tenn liabilities) in a regres ion equation. He found out that profitability of the firm 

is negati el related to it gearing level hence supporting the pecking order theory. 

Munene (2006) looked at the impact of profitability on the capital structure of companies 

listed at the SE. He concluded that there are more variables that could be at play other 

than profitability in determination of capital structure of finns. Profitability on its own 

doe not exclusively account for variability in capital structure. 

Psiwa (2005) sought to determine the gearing levels of companies quoted at the SE as 

well as the relation hip between gearing levels and the size of quoted companies. He 

found no clear trend between gearing levels and company size. 

Onyango (2004) carried out a study on the relation hip between ownership structure and 

the value of firms li ted at tbe airobi Stock Exchange. He found out that finn values are 

maximized at higher levels of ownership concentration and hence the re ults obtained 

confirm that ownership structure is highly correlated to the value of the firm. 

Kilonzo 2003 did a study on performance ofm1cro and mall enterprise in airobi and 

observed that most of the enterprises financed by internal funds perform better than those 

financed by debt. He concluded that a relationship exists between financial structure and 

performance. 
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uri (200 ) res arched on corporate leverage clientele effect at E found that Kenyan 

firms con id gams from leverage when deciding on ources of equity and debt for 

finance. He found out that debt ratio tend to vary widely aero imilar finn wtthm a 

given industi). 

Onsomu 2003) carried out a tudy on the relation hip between debt financing and the 

value of finns quoted at the E. he found that there is no igni ficant relationship 

between debt and the value of the firm . Therefore firms with high debt as well as those 

with low debt may be subjected to bankruptcy because the level of debt does not 

influence the value of the finn. 

agala (2003) did a study on the relationship between cost of capital and leverage for 

companies quoted on the SE. He found a positive relationship between leverage and 

cost of capital that deviates from findings ofMM We ton and Barges. He attributed this 

to the nature of emerging markets that are characteri ed by misalignments. 

Lutomia (2002) did a study on the relationship between the fum 's capital structure and 

the systematic risk of common stocks at the airobi Stock Exchange. He found that 

levered returns are higher than the unlevered returns and that most firms borrow on short 

term basis in the form of short term loans and bank overdrafts 

Kiogora (2000 did a study of variations of capital structures in Kenya and found out that 

companies within a sector have similar capital structure. Her findings indicate that there 

are differences in the capital structure among industry groupings and firms within a given 

sector tend to cluster towards some target equity/total asset ratio. 
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2.6 ummary 

Th theones on the relation h1p between le erage and profitability are contlictmg. Tax

based trade off model sugge ts that profitable companie should borrow more as they 

have greater need to shield income from corporate tru . Agency theory sugge ts debt as a 

di cipline device to ensure manager pay out profit or free cash flows in tead of building 

up empires. High debt re trains management discretion. ignaling theory predicts that 

profitabtlity and le erage are po Jtively related. Pecking order theory tate that 

companie prefer to finance new investments from retained earnings and raise debt 

capital on if the former i insufficient hence a negative relation hip as retained earnings 

depend on profitability levels. Empirical eVIdence is mixed and conflicting. 

ost literature is in the set up of a perfect market which does not exist in the developing 

economjes. Despite the fact that various studies analyze financial leverage, they don't 

tate what is the opumal or sub optimal level of financial leverage and therefore the 

current studies seeks to fill these gap . For instance the MM argument of 1958 cannot 

apply to the Kenyan environment because of the market imperfections such as debt limits 

and higher transactions costs among other . The argument of MM (1963) also cannot 

apply. Tbi is evident by the fact that most companies that have been subjected to 

bankruptcy proceeding in the recent past are those that relied on debt. This implies that 

the degree of leverage has negatively affected the value of the firm . Jn summary the 

proposed study will be carried out with the aim of examining the impact of financial 

leverage on profitability of non-financial companies listed in airobi ecurities 

Exchange. 
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3.1 Introducti n 

HAPTER THREE 

RE EAR H MET ODOLO 

This section describes the methodology that will be used· discusses the research d ign 

the target population the sample, data collection and data analysis procedure that will be 

used in conducting the study. 

3.2 Research D i o 

The study adopted a quantitative design. This method was considered appropriate 

because the study would make use of secondary data obtained from fmancial statements 

submitted by the companies to theN E as well as data from Central Bank of Kenya. 

3.3 Target Population 

The target population for this study was the fourty non-financial companies listed in the 

airobi Securities Exchange as at 31st December 201 I. The population frame was be the 

NSE register. 

3.4 Sample 

The sample comprised of firms in the NSE register that had been continuously listed for a 

six year period between Year 2006 and 2011 . The six year period was considered 

appropriate because most companies in the NSE had been consistently listed in this 

period . A total of nineteen financial firms and one utility firm were excluded from the 

sample because the capital requirement and structure of such firms is regulated and also 

the customers deposits in financial firms balance sheets are usuaJiy reported as 

liabilities hence may distort comparison with other finns. The newly listed and the 

suspended companies totaling eight were also omitted. Five firms were omitted on 

accoun t of having inadequate financial information. 1 he sample therefore comprised of 

twenty five companies as listed in appendix 1. 
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3.5 Data oUection 

ccordin to 'gechu. (2004) there are many method of data collection. TI1e choice of a 

tool and in trument depends mainly on the attribute of the subjects, re earcb top1c, 

problem question objectives de ign, expected data and re ult . This is because each tool 

and instrument collects pecific data. 

This tudy was facilitated by u e of econdary data. Financial leverage and perfonnance 

data was extracted from published financial reports of the sampled non-financial firms 

quoted at the SE. The ratio were computed in an excel spread beet by taking the total 

equity, total assets, total sales and net income Thi information was obtained from the 

SE Product and Markets Development Department. The nominal interest rate was taken 

from the Economic Survey by the National Bureau of Statistics. 

3.6 Data Analysis 

The collected data was analyzed using multiple linear regres ion and correlation analysis 

to evaluate the impact of financial leverage on financial performance of non-financial 

companies listed in the SE. The result was tested using t-test The Statistical Package 

for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 17 was used to analyze the data. 

A multiple regression equation I model with a dummy variable representing industry was 

used so as to know the effect of using debt and the influence on profit to the le el of 

return on equity (ROE), equity multiplier, total assets turnover (T A TO) firm size and the 

industry. In the regression model, equity multiplier T A TO, firm size and the industry 

were independent variables, while the dependent variable v as ROE. The dependent 

ariable was regres ed to show the relationship with each independent variable separately 

and tben with the combined independent variables. Industry was a qualitative measure so 

it was treated as a dummy variable (Brigham and Ehrhardt 2005). 

Financial Perfonnance= f(equjty multiplier, TATO TA, macro-economics industry) 
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The debt indicated all the current liabllines and long term debt Whtle the as ets which 

used in calculating debt ratio wer the total assets mentioned n the balance sheet. This 

ratio indicated the ize of d bt m accordance with the ts owned. The RO wa the 

mean acqwred from each company. from the profitabihty function described above, the 

equation v as as follows: 

ROE = l3o J3rEM + ~2TATO + ~3JnTA + ~1- t 1 Where: 

• ROE represents return on equity i.e. dependent variable. 

• EM represents equity multiplier used as a measure ofJe erage. 

• TATO represents Total A e Turno er. 

• lnTA represents the logistic total assets ( atural Log ofTotal Assets). 

• I represent the nominal interest rate from Central Bank of Kenya. 

• J3o indicates the constant. 

• ~1 indicates the coefficient value of equity multiplier. 

• fu indicates the coefficient value of total as ets turnover. 

• fu indicates the coefficient value of total assets. 

• ~4 indicates the coefficient value of the nominal intere t rate . 

• Et = Error term. 

The return on equity (ROE) wa a proxy for profitability measure. It was considered 

appropriate due to its association with equity multiplier (leverage) in the Du Pont 

equation. 

The equity multiplier (EM) represented the debt equity ratio or the value of a sets 

financed by debt It measured the effect of debt to leverage a company's capital and 

profit. 

Equity Multiplier= 1 +Total Debt/Total Equity 

The total asse turnover (T A TO) was a proxy of the operation decision that indicated 

how well the company was able to utilize their assets to generate revenue. T A TO = Total 

Sale / Total A sets 
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he t tal · was a prox · of the firm lz . lt in i tt:d the mpan~ · p \\ r to 
_ enerate profit. The nominal intere t rat (I) vas a f: ctor in 
it uld r pre · nt the inflati n d1i ct and th n mic imp· ct of th c mpan ·' 
production at the micro-economic le cl just like the v..ider gro dom tic pr ductaL th 
macr -economic 1 vel. 

The a o e model was adopted from a study done b. rif and • luhammad on th impact 
of ftnancialle erage Qn profita ilit on n nfinan ial c mpanie 1i ted in Indon ia to k ' 
Exchange in year 2011. The model was appropriate cau it had not en u ed In the 
Kenyan ontext and it incorporated operational decisi n firm i:zc and macro-ec n mic 
factor that affected profitability along with the leverage factor. 
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H R R 

RPR R 

-U Introdu ti n 

1111 chapter includ the analy 1 of the colle ted data pre ented m impl table and 

mterpretation of the result . The r earcber us d both P and 8 eel for data anal 

where regre ion equat.Jon \ as conducted as illustrated in lbi chapter. 

4.2 Data Pr entation 

The results in table 4.2.1 up to 4.2.25 gjve the relationship bet\! een I verage and 

finan ial performance of firm li ted at the SE for each of the n enty five compani rn 

1he ample. A multipl regr ion equation was used to determine tbe relationship 

between return on equity as the dependent ariable to equity multiplier - used as a 

mea ure of leverage; total asset turnover logistics total a ets and the nominal int r t 

rate a the independent variables 

abl 4.2.1 ar and General oefficient 

Unstandard ized !Standardized 

Coefficients Coefficients 

Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 

Constant 1 500 982 1.528 .369 

Equity ultiplier 136 .130 1.880 1.051 484 

Total Assets Turnover -.021 .068 -.171 -.301 .814 

Logj tic Total Assets -. 104 .088 -2.245 -l.l83 .447 

ominal lnteres Rate -.581 1.002 -44 -.580 666 
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I 

! 
! 

ud) r· ul 1 rele •ant ince th p valu - ( 1g.) o the on tant i 0."'69 a alue 

t r than o.o- m e w are te ung at % ·igrufi an e 1 1 and the rcgre i n re u1t 

un r un tandardiz d c ffict nt B indtcat the eu?.ht of very anabl in predicting 

w The constam tenn indt at t.h t m _Q06, the return n qutty wa 1.5. 

TI1e n: ul indJcate that there i- a negauve r latt nshtp et\., e n total a ets, logi tic 

as ts and nominal im r 1 rat from c ntral ban based on their negati e alue. 

The r -ults further tndtcate rhat equity mulupher affec return on eqwt by 13.6%; total 

tumo r affect negative! b 2.1 %; logi tic t tal as et affec negatively b 

10 4% and nommal intere rate from central ank of Ken 'a affects negati el b 

- 81%. This an v er the equation as: 

ROE= 1.500 + .136 EM+ -.021 T TO -.1041nT + -.581 I- .982 

oefficient 

IUn tandardized Standardized 
!Coefficients .Coefficients 

lode! B Std. Error Beta I lSi g. 

Constant -1 .463 6.426 -2.095 .283 

Equity Multiplier -1.504 .645 -6.604 -2.33 1 .258 

Total A ets Turnover .076 .0 2 1.621 2.358 .2-5 

Logistic Total As ets J .051 .487 7.145 2.158 .276 

, ominal Interest Rate .394 1.516 .049 .260 .838 
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The tud) r ult 1 rele ant mce the p ·alue ( tg. of the ostant i 0._8" a Yalue 

great r than 0.0~ in e the r ar h r 1 te ung at ~o,.o igruficance le el and tb 

regr ion r ult und r un tandardtzed c fficienl B indi ate the wetght of e ery 

anable in predicting return on equity. The constant term indicate that in 2006, the 

r turn on equity was -13.463 . The results indicate that there i a negative relationship 

bet\\een equity multiplier used as a measure of leverage and return on equity wlule 

relauonship ith the rest of the ariable remain po itive. There ults further indlcat 

that equity multiplier affi t return on equity by -1.504· total a sets affects by .076; 

logi tic t tal as et affects by 1.051 and nominal int re t rat affi cts by .394. This 

an wer the equation as: 

ROE= -13.46 + -1.504EM .076T TO + 1.05llnTA + .394 l- 6.426 

Table 4.2.3 tlti River Minina oefficient 

Uo tandardized Standardized 
Coeffici nts Coefficient 

Model B Std. Error Beta t ISig. 

Constant -1.236 .124 -9.958 .064 

Equity MuJtipli r .11 8 .012 l.J38 9.937 .064 

Total Assets T urnov r .399 .026 2.547 15.145 .042 

Logistic Total A sets .071 .007 1.508 9.790 .065 

ominal Interest Rate -1.877 .216 -.778 -8.703 .073 

The study re uJt i relevant since the p values {Sig.) of the con tant is .064 a value 

great r than 0 .05 since the re earcher i te ring at 5% significance level and the 

regression resul under un tandardized coeffici nt B indicate the weight of every 

variable in predicting return on equity. The coo tant term indi ate that in 2006, the return 

on equity was -1.236. The results fwi:ber indicate that the equity multiplier affect return 
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n equity b . 11 ~ total as c afTe b) .3 ; I gt n t tal as e affe b .071 and 

nommal mter t rate from central bank of Ken_ a affecl b -1 87 11u an w r th 

equation as: 

ROE = -1.236 . 11 EM + .399T T .07llnT -1.877 f- .124 

Tabl ~.2.4 Ba mburi oeffi ieot 

IUn tandarclized !Standardized 
;coefficients I Coefficients 

• lode! B Std. Error Beta t lsig. 
Constant -2.695 3.555 -.758 .587 

Equity Multiplier . 19 .796 -.408 -.401 .757 

Total A sets Turno r .158 .516 .306 .306 .811 

Logi ti Total As t .211 .25 1.163 .834 .558 

Nominal Interest Rate -2.71 4.738 -.762 -.573 .669 

The stud result is relevant since the p alue (Sig.) of the constant is .587 a alue 

great r than 0 .05 ince the r earcher is t ling at 5% ignificance level and the 

regr ion r suits lmd r un tandardiz d coefficient B indicate the w ight of every 

ariable in predicting return on equity. The con tant term indicate that in 2006, th return 

on equity wa -1 .236. There ults further inclicate that equity multipli r affe ts re~m on 

equity by -.319· total a t affect by .158; logi tic total a ets afti ct by .211 and 

nominal interest rate from central bank of Ken a affects negati ely by -2.715. This 

answer the equation as: 

ROE = -2.695 + -.319 E.\Jf + .158 T TO • .2lllnTA + -2.715 I- 3.555 
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4.2. B T oefficieo 

nstandardized Standardtzed 
Coefficients _Coefficien~ 

Model B Std. Error Beta l Stg. 

Constant -3.820 .381 -10.037 .063 

Equity Multiplier -.178 .020 -.343 -8.773 .072 

Total ssets Turnover -.046 .010 - 135 -4.728 .133 

Logistic Total Assets .259 .027 684 9.638 066 

Nominal Interest Rate 2.868 .254 .526 11.305 .056 

The study results is relevant since the p values ig. of the constant is 063 a alue 

greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regression results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

variable in predicting return on equity. The results further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by -.178; total assets affects by -.046; logi tic total asset affect 

by .259 and nominal interest affects by 2.868. This an wers the equation as: 

ROE= -2.695 + -.178 EM + - .046 TA TO+ .259lnT A + 2.868 1- .381 

Table 4.2.6 Crown oefficients 

Unstandardized IS tandardized 

!Coefficients !Coefficients 

Model ~ Std. Error Beta t lSi g. 

on tant .143 2.820 -.051 .968 

Equity Multiplier .214 .097 -1.290 -2.209 .27 1 

Total s ets Turnover .114 .116 1.300 .990 .503 

Logtstic Total Assets .004 .242 -.021 -.017 .989 

om ina! Interest Rate 1.901 .938 .520 
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The rudy re ult 1 rele ant me the p value ( 1g. of the constant 1 .968 a value 

greater than 0.05 ince th r earcber i te ung at 5% ignificance le el and the 

regres ion results under unstandardized c ffic1ent 8 indicate the weight of every 

anable in predJcting return on equity There ult further mdicate that eqwty multiplier 

affects return on equity b -.- 14. total assets affects by . I 14; logi tic total as ets affects 

b -.004 and nominal interest rate affect by 4.153. This answers the equation as: 

ROE = -.143 + -.2 14EM .114T T0 + -.0041nTA + 4.153 1·2.820 

T ble 4.2. 7 E Breweries oefficien 

Unstandardized Standardized 

Coefficients Coefficients 

Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 

Con tant 6.714 14.167 .474 .718 

Equity Multiplier .359 1.090 2.209 .329 .797 

Total Assets Turnover 1-.175 .221 -1.818 -.792 .574 

Logistic Total Assets -.371 .880 -3.093 -.422 .746 

ominal Interest Rate 1.789 3.394 -.849 -.527 .691 

The study results is relevant since the p values Sig.) of the constant is . 718 a value 

greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regression results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

ariable in predicting return on equity. The results further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by .359; total as ets affects by -.175; logistic total assets affects 

by -.371 and nominal interest rate affects by -1.789. This answers the equation as: 

ROE = 6.714 + .359 EM+ -.175 TATO -.371 lnTA + -1.789 I -14.167 
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Tabl 4.2.8 abl oefficient 

Un tandardized !Standardized 
Coeffictents !Coeffictents 

ode! B :std. Error Beta t 'Sig. 

Constant 1.247 .363 3.432 .180 

Equity Multiplier .067 .017 . 33 4.054 .154 

Total Assets Tumo er .050 .012 .560 4.053 .154 

Logistic Total Assets .103 .028 -.633 -3 .731 .167 

Nominal Interest Rate l.312 .583 .184 2.251 .266 

The study results is rele ant since the p values (Sig.) of the constant is .718 a value 

greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regre sian results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

ariable in predicting return on equity. The result further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by .067; total assets affects b .050; logistic total assets affects by 

-.1 03 and nominal interest rate affects by 1.312. This answers the equation as: 

ROE= 1.247 + .067 EM -r .050 TATO + -.103loTA + 1.312 I- 1.247 

Table 4.2.9 E GAAD oefficieots 

Un tandardized Standardized 
Coefficients Coefficients 

Model B [Std. Error Beta t Sig. 

Constant 8.768 2.209 -3 .970 .157 

Equity Multiplier .227 .218 -.113 -1.045 .486 

Total Assets Turnover r-.322 .114 -.388 -2.824 .217 

Logi tic Total Assets .745 .221 1.280 3.366 .184 

aminal Interest Rate .071 2.349 -.009 -.030 .981 

The study results is relevant ince the p values (Sig.) of the constant is .157 a value 

greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 
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regr 10n r uJts under un tandardiz.ed coeffic1ent B mdlcate the w aght of e 

ariabJe in predicting return on equity The results further inda ate that eqwty mulbpJi r 

affect return on equity by -.227; total as t affe t b - 22: log~ tac total a et affe ts 

b .745 and nominal interest rate affect b -.071. Thi an wer · th equanon as: 

ROE= -8.768 + -.227 EM + -.322 TA TO+ .745 lnTA + -.071 I- 2.209 

Table 4.2.10 E pr Kenya oefficieot 

IUnstandardized !Standardized 
!Coefficients Coefficients 

Model B !Std. Error Beta t lsi g. 

Constant 9.157 21.032 -.435 .739 

Equity Multiplier .277 .331 -.423 -.839 .556 

Total Assets Turnover .282 2.374 .115 .119 .925 

Logistic Total Assets .872 1.132 .435 .770 .582 

Nominal Interest Rate 17.042 23.304 -.429 -.731 .598 

The study results is relevant since the p values (Sig.) of the constant is . 739 a value greater than 

0.05 ince the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the regression result under 

unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every ariable in predicting return on 

equity. The results further indicate that equity multiplier affects return on equity by -.277; total 

as ets affects by .282· logistic total assets affect by .872 and nominal interest rate from affects 

by -17.042. This answers the equation as: 

ROE= -8.768 + -.277 EM+ .282 TATO + .872lnTA + -17.042- 2l.032 

Table 4.2.11 Kakuzi Coefficients 
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run tandardized !Standardized 

!coefficients ICoeffictents 

Model B Std. Error Beta t 1St g. 

Con tant 1.579 .537 -2.940 .209 

Equity Multiplier .060 .017 .566 3.468 .179 

Total Assets Turnover .732 .1 19 .744 6.127 .103 

Logistic Total Assets .054 .038 .303 1.426 .389 

ominal Interest Rate ~.434 .469 .922 5.191 .121 

The study results is relevant since the p values (Sig.) of the con tant is .209 a value 

greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regression results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

ariable in predicting return on equity. The resuJts further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by .060; total assets affects by .732; logistic total assets affects by 

.054 and nominal interest rate affects by 2.434. This answers the equation as: 

ROE= -1.579 + .060 EM+ .132 TATO + .0541nTA + 2.434 1- .537 
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Table 4.2.12 Kapcho oefficieots 

Unstandardized !Standardized 

!Coefficients !Coefficients 

Model B !Std. Error Beta t Sig. 

Constant -23.330 3.054 -7.640 .083 

Equity MultipHer 1.122 .240 1.169 4.683 .134 

Total As ets Turnover -3.346 .631 -3.422 -5.307 .119 

Logistic Total Asset 1.579 .204 2.772 7.742 .082 

ominal Interest Rate 10.868 2.333 1.209 4.657 .135 

The study results is relevant since the p value (Sig.) of the constant is .083 a value 

greater than 0.05 ince the researcher is te tiog at 5% significance level and the 

regression results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

ariable in predicting return on equity. There ults further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by 1.122; total as ets affect by -3.346; logistic total as ets affect 

by 1.579 and nominal interest rate from affects by 10.868. This answers the equation as: 

ROE = -23.330 + 1.122 EM+ -3.346 TATO + 1.5791nTA + 10.868 I- 3.054 
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able 4.2.13 enya Oil o fficient 

Unstandardized IS tandardtzed 

!Coefficients !Coefficient 

Model B ;std. Error Beta t Sig. 

Constant .569 1.270 -.448 .732 

Equity Multiplier .191 .136 1.534 L406 .394 

Total As ets Turn over .026 .065 .300 .406 .754 

Logistic Total Assets .051 .117 .399 .439 .737 

ominal Interest Rate 5.539 9.597 -1.141 -.577 .667 

The study results is relevant since the p values (Sig. of the constant is .732 a value 

greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regression results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

variable in predicting retWll on equity. The results further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by .191; total assets affect by .026; logistic total assets affect by 

.051 and nominal interest rate affects by -5.539. This answer the equation as: 

RO = -23.330 + .191 EM + .026 TATO + .051 lDTA + -5.5391- 1.270 
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Table 4.2.14 Limuru oefficien 

!Un tandardized Standardized 

C oeffi ci en ts Coefficients 

Model B !Std. Error Beta t Sig. 

Constant 2.547 16.948 .150 .905 

Equity Multiplier -5.308 8.943 -1.471 -.594 .659 

Total Assets Turnover 1.718 1.302 1.808 1.319 .413 

Logistic Total Assets .342 .625 .823 .547 .681 

aminal Interest Rate -5.213 6.582 -.308 -.792 .574 

The study results is rele ant since the p values Sig.) of the con tant is .905 a value 

greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regression results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

variable in predicting return on equity. The results further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by -5.308· total as ets affect by 1.718; logistic total as ets affect 

by .342 and nominal interest rate affects by -5.213 . This answers the equation as: 

ROE= 2.547 + -5.308 EM + 1.718 TATO + .342 lnTA + -5.213 I- 16.948 
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Table 4.2.15 . 1umia ugar oefficieo 

nstandardJzed tandardized 

oefficien ts Coefficients 

Model 8 Std. Error Beta t 

Constant 1.313 2.203 .596 

Equity Multiplier .077 .240 .335 .322 

Total ssets Turnover .037 .248 .178 . 150 

Logistic Total Assets -.081 .154 -.849 -.524 

ominal Interest Rate .167 2.540 .089 .066 

The srudy results is relevant since the p values Sig.) of the con tant is .658 a value 

greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regression results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

variable in predicting return on equity. The re ults further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by .077 · total as ets affect by .037; logistic total assets affect by

.081 and nominal interest rate affects by .167. This answers the equation as 

ROE = 2.547 + .077 EM + .037 TATO + -.081lnTA + .167 r- 2.203 
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.658 

.802 
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Table 4.2.16 ·ation Media o fficien 

nstandardized tandardized 

Coefficients Coefficient 

odel B td. Error Beta t Sig. 

Constant -2.223 3.379 -.658 

Equity Multiplier .249 .568 .384 .439 

Total Assets Turnover .164 .797 .153 .205 

Logistic Total Assets .146 .212 .637 .691 

aminal Intere t Rate -2.750 3.394 -.835 -.810 

The tudy results is relevant ince the p value (Sig.) of the constant is .630 a value 

greater than 0 .05 since the researcher i testing at 5% significance level and the 

regr sian results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

ariable in predicting return on equity. The result further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by .249; total assets affect by .164; logi tic total assets affect by 

.146 and nominal interest rate affects by -2.750. This answers the equation as: 

RO = -2.223 + .249 EM+ .164 TATO + .146lnT + -2.750 I- 2.203 
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4.2.17 Portland ement oeffici n 

n tandardized tandarctized 

Coefficient Coefficients 

odel B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 

Con tant 13.042 1.268 10.284 

Equity Multiplier -.244 .057 -.409 -4.303 

Total ssets Twno er -2.475 .154 -.929 -16.109 

Logistic Total Assets -.696 .075 -1.065 -9.318 

ominal Interest Rate 5.077 .733 .548 6.922 

The tudy results is relevant since the p value (Sig.) of the constant i .062 a value 

greater than 0 .05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regression results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

ari able in predicting return on equity. The resuJts further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by - .244; total assets affect by -2.475; logistic total as ets affect 

by -.696 and nominal interest rate affects by 5.077. Thi answers the equation as: 

RO = 13.042 + -.244 EM + -2.475 TATO + -.696 lnTA + 5.077 I- 1.268 
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Table 4.1.18 Rea ipingo oeffi ien 

n tandardized tandardized 

Coefficients Coefficients 

Model B Std. Error Beta t 

Constant -1.947 .492 -.558 

Equity Multiplier .251 .178 .436 1.405 

Total ssets Tumo er .553 .401 .782 1.377 

Logistic Total As ets .007 .248 .025 .030 

ominal lntere t Rate 7.404 3.647 1.207 2.030 

The study results is relevant since the p values (Sig.) of the constant is .676 a value 

greater than 0.05 ince the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regre sion results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

variable in predicting return on equity. The results further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by .251 · total assets affect by .553; logi tic total as ets affect by 

.007 and nominal interest rate affects by 7.404. This answers the equation as: 

ROE = -1.947 + .251 EM+ .553 TATO + .0071nTA + 7.4041- 3.492 
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.676 

.394 
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Tabl 4.2.19 am r oefficient 

nstanclardized tandardized 

Coefficients Coefficients 

Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 

Con tant 62.184 17.447 3.564 

Equity Multiplier .803 .273 4.384 2.943 

Total Assets Turnover .163 .116 .359 1.405 

Logistic Total Assets -4.276 1.206 -4.409 -3.545 

ominal Interest Rate 2.936 1.132 1.217 2.594 

The study results is relevant since the p values Sig.) of the constant is .17 4 a value 

greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regression results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

ariable in predicting return on eqwty . The results further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by 251 · total assets affect by .553· logistic total as ets affect by 

.007 and nominal interest rate affects by 2.936. This an wers the equation as 

ROE = -1.947 + .25 1 EM + .553 TATO + .007lnTA + 2.936 I- 17.447 
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Tabl 4.2.20 ini oefficien 

Un tandardized !Standardized 

Coefficients Coefficients -

Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 

Constant 1.622 .441 3.679 .169 

Equity Multiplier -1.173 .3 13 -1.216 -3.745 .166 

Total Assets Turnover -2.505 .321 -1.829 -7.799 .081 

Logistic Total Assets .054 .034 .316 1.572 .361 

ominal Interest Rate .465 .635 -.087 -.732 .598 

The study results is relevant since the p values (Sig.) of the constant is .169 a value 

greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% ignificance level and the 

regression results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

variable in predicting return on equity. The results further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by -1.173; total assets affect by -2.505; logistic total assets affect 

by .054 and nominal interest rate affects by -.465. This answers the equation as: 

ROE = 1.622 + -1.173 EM+ -2.505 TATO + .054lnTA + -.465 1- 17.447 
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Tabt 4.2.21 can Group oefficien 

Un tandardized tandardized 

oefficients oefficients 

odel B Std. Error Beta t 

Constant .074 2.580 .029 

Equity Multiplier .235 .185 .957 1.270 

Total Assets Turnover .036 .121 .260 .299 

Logistic Total Assets -.054 .133 -.381 -.406 

ominal Interest Rate 3.045 2.397 .369 1.271 

The study results is relevant since the p values Sig.) of the constant is .074 a value 

greater than 0 .05 since the researcher i testing at 5% significance level and the 

regression results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

ariable in predicting retwn on equity. The results further indicate that equity multiplier 

affect return on equity by .235; total assets affect by .036; logistic total assets affect by

.054 and nominal interest rate affects by 3.045. This answers the equation as: 

ROE == 1.622 + .235 EM+ .036 TATO + -.054lnTA + 3.045 I- 2.580 
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.982 

.425 
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Tabl 4.2.22 tandard Media oefficien 

Unstandardrzed tandardized 

Coefficients Coefficients 

Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 

Constant .561 .148 3.799 

Equity Multiplier .212 .003 .539 69.704 

Total Assets Tumo er .085 .006 .423 14.265 

Logistic Total Assets -.037 .009 -.124 -3.981 

omina1 Intere t Rate -2.630 .028 -.318 -95 .538 

The study results is relevant ince the p values (Sig.) of the constant is .164 a value 

greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regression results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

ariable in predicting return on equity. The results further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by .212 · total assets affect by .085; logistic total assets affect by

.037 and nominal interest rate affects by -2.630. This answers the equation as: 

ROE = .561 + .212 EM + .085 TATO + -.0371nTA + -2.630 I- .148 
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Tabt 4.2.23 otal Kenya oefficien 

nstandardized tandardized 

oefficients Coefficients 

Model B Std. Error Beta t 

Constant .916 1.408 .650 

Equity Multiplier -.061 .170 -.501 -.360 

Total Assets Turno er -.002 .058 -.041 -.042 

Logistic Total Assets -.029 .095 -.255 - .304 

ominal Interest Rate -.959 4.671 -.241 -.205 

The study results is relevant since the p values (Sig.) of the constant is .633 a value 

greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regression results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

ariable in predicting rerum on equity. The results further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by -.061 ; total as ets affect by -.002· logi tic total assets affect by 

-.029 and nominal interest rate affects by -.959. This answers the equation as: 

RO = .916 + -.061 EM+ -.002 TATO + -.029lnTA + -.959 I- 1.408 
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.780 
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Tabl 4.2.24 TP rena oefficieo 

Unstandardized tandardized 

Coefficients Coefficien 

Model B td. Error Bela t Sig. 

Constant -2.810 .741 -3.790 

Equity Multiplier .485 .172 2.211 2.815 

Total Assets Tumo er 1.025 .250 4.050 4.095 

Logistic Total Assets .098 .029 1.638 3.437 

ominal Interest Rate -.520 .404 -.341 -1 .287 

The study results is relevant since the p values (Sig.) of tbe constant is .164 a value 

greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regression results Wlder unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

variable in predicting return on equity . The results further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by .485· total assets affect by 1.025· logistic total assets affect by 

.098 and nominal interest rate from central bank of Kenya affects by -.520. This answers 

the equation as: 

ROE = -2.810 + .485 EM+ 1.025 TATO + .098lnTA + -.520 I- .741 
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Table 4.2.25 nga Limited oefficient 

Unstandardized tandardized 

Coefficients Coefficients 

Model B td. Error Beta t Sig. 

Con tant -1.375 .907 -1.516 

Equity Multiplier -.371 .133 -.926 -2.799 

Total Assets Twnover -.298 .112 -1.069 -2.668 

Logistic Total Assets .162 .078 .860 2.088 

Nominal Interest Rate 1.306 .969 .456 1.348 

The study results is relevant since the p values (Sig.) of the constant is .164 a value 

greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regression results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of every 

variable in predicting return on equity. The results further indicate that equity multipuer 

affects return on equity by -.371; total assets affect by -.298; logi tic total as ets affect by 

.162 and nominal interest rate affects by 1.306. This answers the equation as: 

ROE= -1 .375 + -.371 EM + -.298 TATO + .162lnTA + 1.306 I- .907 
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4.3 ummary and Interpretation of Findings 

Table .3 .1 depicts the overall results obtained from applying multiple regre sion analysi on 

the a erage ariable for the twenty five comparues in order to derive a summary. 

Table 4.3.1 Overall Regres ion Equation oefficients 

U nstandardized Standardized 

Coefficients Coefficients 

Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 

Con tant -.763 4.194 -.182 

Equity Multiplier -.061 .044 -.328 -1.388 

Total Assets Turnover .028 .030 .232 .953 

Logistic Total Assets .016 .017 .196 .902 

ominal Interest Rate 5.311 28.427 .039 .187 

The overall study results are relevant since the p values ( ig.) of the constant is .857 a 

value greater than 0.05 since the researcher is testing at 5% significance level and the 

regres ion results under unstandardized coefficient B indicate the weight of e ery 

variable in predicting return on equity. The results further indicate that equity multiplier 

affects return on equity by -.061 · total assets affect by .028· logi tic total assets affect b 

.016 and nominal interest rate affects by 5.311 . This answers the equation as: 

RQE:: -.763 -.061 EM +.028TAT0 +.016lnTA + 5.3ll 1-4.194 

The results therefore indicate that there is a negative relation hip between equity 

multiplier while the relationship between total as ets logistics total assets and nominal 
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mterest rates JS po itive. The tudy al o based on ab olute values mdicate that nominal 

mter rate contributes the hlghest on change in return on equity 

The study bad a similar finding to the one conducted by Chen and Mahajan 2008) that if 

the finn's rate of return on assets (ROA) - also called return on investment (ROI - i 

higher than the rate of interest on the loan, then its return on equity (ROE will be tugher 

than ifit did not borrow. On the other band if the firm's ROA i lower t11an the interet 

rate then its ROE will be lower than if it did not borrow. Le erage allows greater 

potential returns to the investor than otherwise would have been available. The potential 

for loss is also greater, because if the inve tment becomes worthless the loan principal 

and all accrued interest on the loan still need to be repaid. Margin buying is a common 

way of utilizing the concept ofleverage in investing. An unlevered finn can be seen as an 

alJ-eqmty firm, whereas a le ered firm is made up of owner hip equity and debt. A finn's 

debt to equity ratio (measured at market value or book value depending on the purpose 

of the analysis) is therefore an indication of its leverage. 

The study also shared similar findings to those by Jensen (1986) on the optimal debt by a 

finn to achieve the required return on equity that debt can have both positive and 

negative effects on the value of the fum so that the optimal debt structure is determined 

by balancing the agency and other costs of debt as means of alleviating the under- and 

overinvestment problems. Specifically when firms have surplu cash flow, debt forces 

the managers to pay out funds that might otbetwise have been invested in negative net 

present value projects. However, firms with outstanding debt may have incentive to 

reject projects that have positive net present alue if the benefits from accepting the 

project accrue to the bondholders without also increasing shareholders' wealth. 

Finally, the tudy established that the size of the firm has direct impact on its return on 

equity since it indicates the value of assets that a company has. As stated by Kotany 

1922) when a company has more assets than another related company it indicate that 

not only is it bigger but it also has better production capacity. When a company bas better 

production capacity than the other related company, then it has potential to generate 

so 



ore profit than another related company. However, at a certain amount of as e , the 

ucti ·ty mtght reach its maximum to meet the demand. 
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H PT R Fr 

L SIO ANDRE OM ND TIO 

.llntroduction 

This chapter gi es the summary, recommendations and conclusions of the tudy based on 

the findings from both the analysed data. It gives the conclusions based on the 

researchers' vtew of the fmdmgs where tt touches on the core issues in the study . 

. 2Summary 

This research project undertook to study the relation hip between financial performance 

and leverage of firms listed continuously at the airobi Securities Exchange for a six year 

period between 2006 and 2011. 

financial perfonnance data was obtained from the Product and Market Development 

Department at the airobi Securities Exchange. ominal interest data was obtained from 

the library at the National Bureau of statistics. The financial data for the twenty six 

continuously listed companies was extracted and the relevant parameters for the re earch 

model were computed. These parameters were return on equity (ROE), equity multipJier, 

li al assets turnover and logistical total assets. Multiple regre ion artalysis was used to 

find out the relationship between the independent variable· ROE artd all the dependent 

variables and relationship functions were derived for each company separately. 

The study found out that financial leverage represented by the equity multiplier affects 

ROE both positively and negatively with 60% of the companies te ted exhibiting a 

positive relationship and 40% exhibiting a negative relationship. All the other 

mdependent ariables· total assets turnover, logistical total a sets and nominal interest 

rate ex.lubited a direct relation hip with ROE. It was also e tablisbed that the relationship 

with all the variables under review was significant since they recorded p values ( ig. 

greater than 0.05 in each of the individual response with the ariables. The study as 

indicated clearly illustrate that Debt can have both positive and negative effects on the 
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o 'll mn 

. 3 on lu ion 

tmal Debt tru ur 1 determined by balancmg the agency 

f alle ating the underin tment and overinvestment 

respoo1ses md1 ted in th tud . 

Th detennine th relation hip between leverage and financial 

pe ormanc f firm Ji ted at th . · E where the researcher conducted multiple 

naJ 1 to dctcnnine the relau n hip between retwn on equity (the dependent 

ari ble) to quit · multiplier u ed as a mea ure of leverage; total asset turnover~ logistics 

total as ts and tJte n minal inter t rate from Central Bank of Kenya. The study found 

out that equity multiplier had both direct and indirect relation h1p with return on equity 

here 60% of the firm exhibited a po itive relationship as compared to 40% that 

exhibited negative relauon hip Total as et tumover,logi tic total assets and the nominal 

intere t rate exhib1ted a po 1tive relationship for aJI tlte firm . 

The researcher aJ o tabh hed that the relationship with all the variable under review 

was signi ficant since tJiey recorded ignificant p values greater than 0.05 in each of the 

individual response witJI ilie variables. The study as indicated clearly illustrate that Debt 

can have both po itive and negative effects on the value of the firm so that the optimal 

Debt structure is determined by balancing the agency and other co ts of debt as mean of 

alleviating the underinvestment and overinvestment problems as given by the negative 

respon es indicated in the study. The study gave equation that can be used to predict 

return on equity of every firm under review for unlimited penod of time given the values 

for the variables under review. To predict return on equity for every finn under review of 

the study, the researcber has given the coefficients that can be used with the formulae of 

ROE = Po + J3 1EM + JnTA TO + f33lnT A + 13~1 - Et to determine retwn on equity for 

every finn given variables for any particular year. 
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.4 Policy Recommendation 

The go ernment should have proper measures of detennining nominal interest rate from 

sin it adversely affects return of equity of e ery company. This affects the growth of 

cb companies and by extension the country's Gross Domestic Product (GOP) and 

b nee the economic growth. 

In order to make optimal finandng decisions every company should evaluate cau~ou ly 

the likely impact that a decision to finance its operations with debt can ha e on its 

financial performance since such impact is peculiar to each company and depends on 

uch factors as its existing financial status as depicted by the size of its asset base and it 

market nature that influence its asset turnover. 

Companies should strive to attain optimal logistic total assets as well as attain optimal 

assets turnover threshold since these factors have a huge impact on return on equity and 

gi en that these factors can be directly controlled by the company, proper mix would 

continuously improve their financial performance. 

5.5 Limitations of tbe Study 

The study has been conducted for the firms listed as the airobi ecurities exchange that 

bad readily available data. All the other firms in the Kenyan economy have therefore not 

been considered and therefore the sample is not adequately representative in this respect 

hence the results may not be applicable to the other firms. 

The data included in the study comprised ix years only and therefore the period was too 

bon to give results that are adequately conclusi e. Possibly a larger period oftime could 

ba e given different results. 
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Th study is also subject to all the limitation associated with Stati tical Package for 

ocial ciences as well as Microsoft Excel as an analysis tools and therefore use of 

alremati e tool may yield different re ults. 

The financial data utilized in this study is obtained from companie with different 

accounting policies and therefore it is possible that categorization of item comprising the 

variables may differ from company to company hence distorting the variables 

comparability. 

5.6 Suggestions for further studies 

The study recommends further studies on the effect interest rates on companies' 

perfonnance and appropriate measures that policy makers may adopt to improve return 

on equity of various private firms and in return achieve overall growth in gro s domestic 

product 

A similar study could be carried out over a longer period of time and probably different 

results may be obtained that can be more representative and more u eful in application. 

It i also suggested that imilar studies be carried out with a much bigger sample that 

includes other companies not nece sarily listed in the airobi securities e change. 

The study may be extended further by using alternative measure of financial 

performance and other factors that may predict the financial performance other than tho e 

used in this study's model. 
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P ' DIX 1: OMP Lf D T H 

A(Tri ulture 

Rea tpmgo Ltd 

2 asim Tea and Co ee Ltd 

3 Kakuzi Ltd 

mmercial and ervi 

Acces Kenya (E luded IPO m 2007) 

• Marshal' EA 

6 Car and General 

Hut hings Biemer (E eluded; u pended) 

C Holdmg 

9 Uchmnt upermarkets E luded, su p ndcd) 

10 'Hit n ledia roup 

ll P. ( erena) 

12 can Group (lnclutled; IP m 2005) 

tandard Group 

afan om (E eluded, IP m 200 ) 

lndu trial and llied 

th1 Rt er vhnmg Ltd 

I 6 8 Ken ·a (E · lude.d u pended in 2005, reinstated in 2009) 

17 Bnt1 h Amen an Tobacco Ken ·a 

I . Carbactd lnve. tmemc; 

19. E Cable 

20 EA Brewen · 

21 Same~r . fri a 

22 i(c::uya Otl 
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2 . 1um•a ugar Company (Included l 51 1PO m 2001. 2r.J lPO m 2006) 

24 nga Group 

2 Bambun Cement 

26 Crm n Pamt Ltd 

27 EA Ponland Cement 

28. Kenya Power L1ghting Company (Excluded, urilit finn 

29 Total Kenya 

30 KenGen (E; eluded, IPO m 2007) 

31 . E eready Ea t Afnca Ltd (E h1ded, IPO in 2006) 

Alternati e tark t gment 

32 A Baumann & Company 

3 OtyTru 1 

4 Eaagads 

5 E pres Kenya 

6 \i 1lham n Tea Kenya 

7 Kapchorua ea 

Ken a Orchardl) 

9 1muru Tea om pan 

\II clud d· inancial Firm, ) 

0 Barclay · Bank of Ken a Ltd 

4 I FC tanb1c of en a Holdmgs Ltd 

'> D1amond Trust Bank Ken a Ltd 

4 EqUJ Bank Ltd 

44 H usmg Fman e Co .• enya Ltd 

45 Ken a Commercial Bank Ltd 

6. aLJonal Bank of Ken a Ltd 

47 l Bank Ltd 

·a. Standard Cilanereo Bank i-:c::uyl:l Ltd 
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49. The Co-operatt e Bank of Kenya Ltd 

11 E eluded: in ancial Firm 

SO Bnri h-American In e tment Co. (Kenya) Ltd 

51 CFC In urance Holdings Ltd 

·2. CIC In urance Group Ltd 

53 Jubilee Holdmgs Ltd 

54 Kenya ReIn urance Corporation Ltd 

S Pan fnca In urance Holdings Ltd 

\1 E. T (All E eluded ; •inancia l •irm · ) 

56 Centum In e onent Co Ltd 

·7 City Trust Ltd 

·g. Olympia Capital Holdings Ltd 

·9. Trans-Century Lrd 

Total population = 59 

Total companies to bee eluded from the sample 

62 
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